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From foolproof, dependable recipes to reliable how-to advice, the Betty Crocker Cookbook has

everything you need for the way you cook today. Whether you're a new or experienced cook, the

CookbookÃ‚Â® is the book for you!  Comprehensive resource, with more than 1,000 easy-to-follow

recipes  Creative cooking ideas, including more than 400 recipe variations  Beautiful design, with

300 colorphotos and 55 illustrations  All-new chapters: "Casseroles & Slow Cooker" and "20

Minutes or Less"  Fast recipes flagged throughoutÃ¢â‚¬â€•130 ready in 20 minutes or less! 

Great-tasting Low-Fat recipesspecially markedÃ¢â‚¬â€•more than 185 in all  Helpful Betty's Cures

to solvecommon baking problems  Useful Learn with Betty photos to help get perfect results every

time  Detailed nutrition information, plus dietary exchanges and carb choices The all-new Tenth

EditionÃ¢â‚¬â€•a perfect 10!
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The Best Just Got BetterThe Most Trusted CookbookFrom foolproof, dependable recipes to reliable

how-to advice, theBetty Crocker Cookbook has everything you need for the way you cook

today.Whether you're a new or experienced cook, The CookbookÃ‚Â®is the book for you!

Comprehensive resource, with more than 1,000 easy-to-follow recipes Creative cooking ideas,

including more than 400 recipe variationsBeautiful design, with 300 colorphotos and 55 illustrations

All-new chapters: "Casseroles & Slow Cooker" and "20 Minutes or Less"Fast recipes flagged

throughout&#151;130 ready in 20 minutes or less! Great-tasting Low-Fat recipesspecially



marked&#151;more than 185 in allHelpful Betty's Cures to solvecommon baking problemsUseful

Learn with Betty photos to help get perfect results every timeDetailed nutrition information, plus

dietary exchanges and carb choicesThe all-new Tenth Edition&#151;a perfect 10!

With more than 63 million cookbooks sold since 1950,Ã‚Â Betty CrockerÃ‚Â is the name readers

trust for reliable recipes and great ideas. For overÃ‚Â 75 years, Betty Crocker has provided advice

to millions of Americans through cookbooks, magazines and television.

I've owned the BETTY CROCKER COOKBOOK for decades when I was raising my family. It had all

the 'basic' recipes for individuals such as myself who were clueless about cooking and meal

preparation. I used it almost everyday. Best of all, the BETTY CROCKER COOKBOOK had many

'specialty recipes' which were easy to prepare.Over the years there have been new editions,

however this wonderful cookbook was always well-organized and offered many tips and tools for

cooking meals, and suggestions for specific dishes.My children are all grown, and I no longer cook

as I used to. However, I still used the BETTY CROCKER COOKBOOK on occasion. Yet, somehow

my cookbook was lost when I moved. I considered purchasing another cookbook. And in fact, I've

tried several others. However, none compare to the BETTY CROCKER COOKBOOK, which I came

to count on for the many great recipes and easy step-by-step instructions which are easy to follow.

Best of all, I've always enjoyed the beautifully illustrated dishes found in this great cookbook.The

Tenth Edition of the BETTY CROCKER COOKBOOK is well organized, and has many new features

for the novice cook to the professional. There is a wealth of information in the indexes offering

well-researched references about all you need to know about each food group, what to look for, how

to measure, which utensils you'll need, etc.; and all the various ways you might want to prepare your

particular dish - this ... AND A LOT MORE!I was thrilled when I received my new BETTY CROCKER

COOKBOOK Tenth Edition cookbook in the mail. It is a 'must have' for every home.Maizie Lucille

JamesJuly 14, 2012

We have been using this book for a couple years now and we love it. The recipes are well written

and easy to follow, and the pictures are nice. We like that the book has a nice mix of basic recipes

as well as some more interesting and unusual ones. This would be a great book for someone who is

somewhat new to cooking or is setting up house and needs a good cook book to start their

collection, though it would also be useful to more experienced cooks as well.Some of our favorites

from this book: Chicken Pot Pie, Cinnamon Rolls, and Kung Pao Pork.I do wish I had spent the



extra money to get a hard cover version. With several years of heavy use the spine on the book has

cracked and the pages are starting to fall out.

Love this cookbook, it offers something for everyone. Also offers some helpful tips and tricks.

My very first cookbook 50 years ago, and the only one I would buy again.I still have the original,

complete with broken binder, loose pages, and chocolate splattered on some of the pages.I have

written notes on the recipes I've tried, most of them say " great" I was happy to find most on my

favorites still in the the new book.I have added many other cookbooks, but one glance at my

bookshelves will tell you which one I used the most..

I bought 3 for Christmas presents a year ago. I feel everyone needs to start their cooking life with an

excellent cookbook that they can also use as reference for cooking temps etc for things like turkeys,

standing rib roasts etc. I have an older version that I set up housekeeping with many years ago.

Sure, I sometimes look at recipes online. But, you have to boot the computer up and spend time

reseaching reviews. Betty Crocker is reliable and it is so easy to just get it off the shelf. Easy to find

the items you are looking for with a great index and the different sections. You know the recipe is

going to be tasty. And with some recipe sources this is not always true. I also love anything

Southern Living.

This book is for anyone looking to learn how to cook, I got one for my wedding, from my sister at the

age of 18 (just a couple years ago..lol) I can not tell you how many times this book got used through

the years. This past Christmas I decided my sons girlfriend needed one, she wants to learn so

badly, and guess what, not only does SHE love it, but so does my son, they call it their kitchen bible!

Easy to understand, colorful, recipes are with ingredients you usually have on hand. I would

recommend this to anyone!

I retired from the Canadian Civil Service about three years ago now and, some time later, decided

maybe I should figure out how to cook good food for myself. I knew from my mother (now deceased)

that Betty Crocker and Better Homes and Gardens were the corner stones of cook books in

Canada! So I bought them. I haven't used many of the recipes yet (redecorating my apartment and,

sadly, several deaths in the family among my mother's generation, have kept me focused on other

responsibilities in life).What I do know is that both of these foundation cookbooks have very valuable



information on cooking tools and cooking skills; and the glossaries are indispensable!Hopefully, the

future is yet ahead of me!!Hope you enjoy your cooking and cookbooks as much as I intend to (yah,

I am still kitchen challenged!)

Betty Crocker Cookbook: Everything You Need to Know to Cook Today, 10th EditionYes, Received

this Betty Crocker Cookbook and are thrilled with it. It has a Chapter for everything you should ever

need to cook about anything, beautifully written and illustrated and has over 1,000 easy to follow

recipes. and a lot o them (130) ready in 20 minutes or less. Has Baking,cakes, pies, cookies,

Frying,Dinners, Etc. .. Its the best we have seen for such a reasonable price. Thankyou Sincerely

Phillip E. Haddock Pauls Valley, Oklahoma
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